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Axel Matfin creates smart accessible fiction. He has been writing,

editing and producing his own novels since 2012. He writes stories

that contain the popular motifs of comic books and pulp stories

reinvented for the 21st century. It is his goal to work with with the

best artists and editors to create comics and graphic novels that are

accessible, inventive and inclusive.

Axel created his pitch Legends of the Open Road for Oni because of

your commitment to publishing diverse and accessible entertainment.

Oni's excellent tradition of producing works that are culturally and

artistically progressive make them one of the best places to foster new

ideas within the comic book industry. Axel wants to create comic book

stories for people of all ages and backgrounds and he see's Oni as a

place to do that with style and integrity.

A lifelong comic book fan, Axel understands the principles and theory
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behind comic book art. He is well versed in the development of the

medium, the continuity that runs through the history of the stories and

characters, as well as that of the creators and the industry itself. Axel

wants to be a part of a team that creates fresh stories that are loaded

with action and adventure while still being rich with intelligent subject

matter. He believes in creating characters and mythologies that speak

to the modern times, giving new readers a place to start their comic

experience.

Axel works efficiently with other artists. His communication is clear

and concise. He takes constructive criticism with ease and can easily

accommodate story constraints and editorial changes. Axel works hard

to meet deadlines and expectations, while raising standards. He is

available for

writing/editorial work.
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Legends Of The Open Road

12 Issue Outline

Issue #1

The story opens in the Garage/Shop of the Kirby Family home.

Two characters are conversing beneath a truck. We see their feet

sticking out and them discussing what is wrong with the truck. One of

the characters seems to know a lot more about the vehicle than the

other. It's revealed over the course of the conversation that the expert

is the 16 year old Jackie Kirby who schools her Pa Kirby on just

what's wrong with the vehicle. This issue introduces us to the world of

LOTOR where all of North American society has eroded from

greatness. Jackie and her family are literal dirt famers who farm the

radiation out of the soil and sell it across the state of Nebraska. The

equipment of this world is futuristic technology based on Elon Musk's

Tesla tech combined with the combustion engine machinery of the 20th

century. This chapter also introduces Ma Kirby and Jackie's younger

discontent brother Stanley. We see Jackie practicing shooting with

her brother and her skill at working with machines of all types. The

major radiation removing silo is in need of repair on the eve of

Jackie's 17th birthday. Ma &amp; Pa are needed to bring in the the remains

of the current harvest and decide that it's time for Jackie to be given a

chance at independence, both of them agreeing that she's ready. For

her birthday Pa gives her a socket set with a very particular symbol

made of wings &amp; tires with a 20th century glyph. The socket set has a
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holster and a bandolier to carry it all. Ma &amp; Pa tell her that they need

her to go to town to retrieve the parts they need, while they bring in

the harvest. Jackie is elated and begins to outfit her motorcycle, a

solar electric-turbo bike that she herself has been bringing back to life

since her and Pa recovered it from the wastes. Before she heads off

into Norfolk, Ma gives her a parting gift of one of the family's guns, a

ARCUS 95R double action revolver, and a box of ammo. The

disgruntled brother Stanley doesn't come to say goodbye to his sister,

instead remaining in the garage working on his own pet project, a

dune buggy that he can't make work. The issue ends with Jackie

speeding away on her Custom motorcycle towards town.

Issue #2

Jackie rides into town. She finds what she thinks is a suitable inn

for the evening and parks her bike. A random scumbag on the street

whistles at her and comments on her bike. She tells rebukes him,

makes him look quite the fool in public and heads into the inn. She

books a room. Once inside she's looking at it and taking it in, her first

real time away on her own. The scumbag from outside knocks on her

door, saying it's management. He muscles his way in, and then she

straight up kicks his ass. Without hesitation. She has grown up

wrestling robo-steer and doing fight training learned from old hard

drive chaches since she was 6. They scrap on the balcony and she

tosses the jerk over the edge of the railing and into a passing human

waste truck. She unpacks her touch holographic projector and does a

few minutes of research through access to the town's digital directory

before settling on Rocky's a cheap but considerably less organized

scrap yard. She leaves her gun in the room safe, washes her face,

leaves her bike helmet, pockets her gloves and heads back onto the
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streets of town. She gets gaped at coming out onto the street, some

people clearly having seen what happens when you mess with her. She

goes to Rocky's where she meets Rocky himself an aging pot-bellied,

cigar chomping, mechanic. He tries to play a fast one on her, selling

her the individual parts, but she says she wants to pick through his

salvage and find what she needs to herself. This impresses him and he

sends her into the back. Here she meets Rocky Jr. Or just Jr. There is

romantic chemistry as he watches her pick out parts, he's not overly

forward he's just friendly and curious. Cut to the Scumbag from

earlier, still stinking and covered in sewage. He's not just any scumbag

he's Conrad Wagg leader of the Golden Eagles motorcycle gang. The

Golden Eagles are a group of lawless bikers made up of lost young

men. Right now, Wagg wants revenge.

Issue #3

This issue opens on Jackie's brother Stanley. He just hasn't found

what he's good at, he doesn't have what it takes to be a good farmer,

his family loves him but he hates not being good at things like his

sister. We see him on the verge of losing his shit as he tries to fix his

dune buggy. The small workshop droid tries to help but after a series

of failures Stanley goes nuts and smashes the droid to smithereens.

Back in Norfolk Jackie and Jr are tallying up the giant pile of salvage

that has fulfilled all of Jackie's requirements. Using a hover sled

Jackie and Jr take the parts back to Jackie's inn where they pack

them into the collapsing hover sled attached to her bike. The Golden

Eagles show and confront Jackie. She rebukes Conrad Wagg again

telling him that next time he trifles with her she wont be so polite. Jr

nearly craps his pants, he's terrified of the Golden Eagle's notoriety

for violence and illegal activities. Jackie makes the fatal error of giving
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them her name before she dismisses them. The Golden Eagles go to

the Registry, a digital archive of the area. It's a reference only device,

but they find Jackie's family name a land titles. Meanwhile Jackie &amp;

Jr are eating some cool future BBQ. Now that her task is mostly

complete she can relax and begins to enjoy the company of her new

friend. They talk about why she stood up to the Eagles and why it

doesn't pay to let people intimidate you. How standing up for yourself

doesn't mean you always have to fight. They explore the town and it is

revealed that Jr is a race car driver. At dusk Jr asks if she'd like to see

his car. She says yes. Meanwhile, as night sets in the Golden Eagles

prepare to leave town for the Kirby farm.

Issue #4

We open on Ma &amp; Pa Kirby having coffee late at night, smoking

home grown tobacco drinking some sort of spirit and listening to vinyl

records in the kitchen of their house. They're talking about the harvest

at first and then how they're going to be able to afford the moisture

capturing systems soon. They talk about Jackie briefly and then shrug

it off, having full confidence in their daughter. Then the perimeter

alarms go off and both parents spring into action. Pa gathers his rifle

and Ma checks the farms monitoring systems. It ends up being a false

alarm. It had been Stanley who had set off the alarms by accident. Pa

isn't happy, Ma is meaner but they both tell him he can't be skulking

around at night, because that's when the radiation evolved creatures

come out, and they're deadly. In the distance the Golden Eagles look

in on the farm, now knowing how the security works. Back in Norfolk

Jackie &amp; Jr are making out in the back of Jr's car listening to music

from the radio. He presses, she stops him, they just keep making out.

Then after a while they stop and just smile at each other, have a nice
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youthful romantic moment, before she says she'd better get back to the

inn, she's going to have to be up and out early tomorrow. He asks if he

can give her a ride with his Dad's Skiff Hauler, it can hover 6ft in the

air and can cover the ground twice as fast as on her bike, hell it can

even carry her bike. She says yes, sure she'd like a ride. He asks her if

she can stay any longer, and she says well maybe a little longer. Back

at the farm the Golden Eagles are trashing the workshop, Pa hears it

and wakes up. Wondering why the alarms didn't go off, he wakes up

Ma and they both arm themselves and activate a droid to secure the

perimeter. Something is wrong, their droids aren't working. They

catch the Eagles at gunpoint, Pa even shoots one when he goes for his

piece. They're on the verge of being able to connect with the sheriff

when the line goes dead. They're horrified to see that it's Stanley

who's pulled the plug, and now has his parents at gunpoint. The

Eagles have their chance in the ensuing scuffle Ma &amp; Pa Kirby are

shot and killed, although we don't know by who. Wagg asks Stanley

why he did it, betrayed his parents, he says because he wants them to

take him with them, far far far far away from Nebraska.

Issue #5

Jackie &amp; Jr are in the Skiff Hauler a big platform/dump truck

transport vehicle. They're singing together while they rip across the

plains. Then they see the smoke. The Farm burns and they pull in,

Jackie diving off the skiff and running for the workshop where the

bodies of her parents are slumped over while the house is on fire. Jr

approaches her while she looks on at the horror that has happened in

her absence. Jackie approaches him, wraps her arms around him cries

briefly and then wipes the tears away to once more look at her home

in ruin. In the workshop only one of the robots still works, a heavy
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lifter arm that's damaged beyond repair, although it's brain is still

functioning. Jackie reboots the system, and manually transfers it's

identity, the family's AI-named Roy, onto her personal hard drive,

then she questions it. It tells her what happened and shows her some

very brief patchy footage. Jackie asks if they killed Stanley too, Roy

tells her that he's alive that he went with the Golden Eagles. Jackie

has to clarify, he "left" or they "took" him. Roy robotically tells her that

Stanley chose to leave with the Eagles. Jackie has a hard time with

this. Jr watches on, amazed, as Jackie clinically dissects the remaining

information and gathers any worthwhile belongings in the workshop.

She accesses her parents financial holdings and transfers access of the

holdings to a cashclip® for herself. She uses their perimeter footage

and sensor history to discern the direction that the Eagles have come

from. Then she unloads her bike from the Skiff and loads it up with all

her remaining worldly belongings. Then she gets ready to leave. Jr

tells her she can't just leave, those guys are dangerous. She takes out

her gun and straps its holster to her waist, making sure it's loaded. She

kisses him, and tells him she's going. He grabs her arm to try and stop

her and she socks him one, knocking him on his ass before she starts

her bike and rides off.

Issue #6

It's a week later and Jackie has been tracking the Golden Eagles.

First South and then West. Her bike is too slow to be able to gain any

ground on them and everywhere she goes she's always one step at a

time. She's now in the town of Lexington trying to figure on where

they'll move next. Apparently they've been touring through towns just

stopping to whoop it up before burning out of town. Jackie isn't

fuelled by rage, she's driven by a focus determination for justice. She's
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